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deck is face up - there are two Aces FD on the bottom - the selection is face up above ..... Lift off the top two cards as one and pop them into the card case. 3. Say ... 
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ACQUIESCENCE



(0101)



Two spectators each lay out pairs of cards from freely shuffled packets. Despite any constraints you have accurately predicted the outcome. Miraskillesque perhaps? Take a sheet of paper and write the following near the top: "ONLY THREE PAIRS WILL MATCH." Then near the bottom of the same sheet write: "ALL THREE PAIRS WILL BE BLACK!" Place this into an envelope so that when you pull it out partially, the first part can be read without revealing the second part. This can also be achieved without an envelope by simply folding back the top half before revealing the second part.



1. Hold the deck with the faces towards you and spread through. Upjog three black cards then five red cards followed by three black cards and finally five red cards. Strip out these 16 cards and give them to spectator A. Spread through again and this time upjog about 12-16 black cards. This number is not important but it must be more than eight and they must be all black! Give these to spectator B then place the rest of the deck to one side of the table.



2. Ask spectator A to give his packet a few cuts then to deal off eight cards into a pile on the table. He places the remainder on top of the deck. Ask spectator A to give his cards a few cuts then to deal off eight cards onto the table. He places his balance on top of the deck.



3. Tell both spectators to shuffle their eight- card packets. Now tell either spectator to deal a card face down onto the table - then tell the other spectator to deal a card on top to form a pair. This is repeated, with either spectator dealing the first card, until there are eight separate pairs of cards on the table.



4. Pick up any pair and turn them so that the faces are momentarily towards you, then split them taking a card in each hand and drop them face up onto the table. They will either both be black, or mixed. If they match, place them to one side. If they do not match toss them to the other side. Do this with every pair. however, each time you split a mixed pair before revealing them, try to swap the colours so that the pairs do not appear in the same colour sequence.



5. Now reveal part one of your prediction - "ONLY THREE PAIRS WILL MATCH." as correct. After a brief pause, reveal part two - "ALL THREE PAIRS WILL BE BLACK" - to conclude.



THE FLEEING ACES



(0202)



The four Aces travel from one half of the deck to the other and capture a previously selected card. The initial switch of the Aces was used by Alex Elmsley in his '1002nd Aces.' It is both simple and natural. If you prefer, any other complete packet switch can be utilised. 1. Hold the deck face up and begin to spread the cards. Injog the fourth card from the face, then continue to spread through and transfer the four Aces to the face as you come to them. If there is an Ace among the first four cards, transfer it to the face then re-spread and downjog the fifth card and continue to look for the remaining three Aces.



2. Once you have all four Aces at the face, square the deck and obtain a break below the face eight cards by lifting up on the injog with your right thumb, then insert your little finger. Immediately lift off all the cards above the break with your right hand, then flip the deck face down and place the packet on top, retaining a little finger break below it.



3. Spread over the upper three cards to display the four Aces, saying, "These Aces are quite remarkable. They can do something that no other cards can. I'll leave them here for a moment." As you speak, close up the Aces then flip all eight cards face down. Push off the top four cards and place them in a face down pile on the table to your right.



4. Ask a spectator to assist. As you do so, Double Cut the top two cards to the bottom and retain a little finger break above them. Spread the cards between your hands, saying, "You will notice that all the cards are facing downwards. I want you to turn some face up." As you utter the second sentence, look the spectator in the eye and close up the spread executing a Walton Spread Half Pass of the bottom two cards.



5. With the deck in dealing position, extend your hand towards the spectator and ask him to lift off about a quarter of the deck, turn it face up, then replace it on top. Ask him to cut again, saying, "However, I want you to cut deeper down into the deck." Again tell him to turn over the packet then replace it. This is the Ed Balducci Cut Deeper Force.



6. Spread the cards between your hands allowing the audience to see the condition of



the cards - the upper half will be face up, and the lower half face down. Remove all the face up cards and place them squared in front of the supposed Aces. As you square the face down remainder, obtain a little finger break below the top three cards. Look at the spectator and say, "You gave the deck two cuts. This card is the one you arrived at."



7. Flip over the top three cards as one onto the packet then place the packet on the table to your left. Give the packet one complete cut to bury the face up selection in the middle. Leave this section on the table. This section should lie about a foot from the other section and the supposed Aces.



8. Shift all attention over to the Aces. Pick up the face up section of the deck and turn it face down. Now pick up the supposed Aces and place them on top of the packet, then give it one complete cut to ostensibly bury the Aces in the middle, saying, "The Aces will now find your card." Pause for a moment as you appear to ponder, then add, "Of course we have a slight problem in that the Aces are in the wrong half of the deck. Never mind, that's no problem for these Aces."



9. Point the front of the section your are holding towards the tabled half and give the front end a sharp riffle, saying, "If you watch closely you might see the Aces flying through the air." Turn the packet face up and spread it on the table to your right showing that the Aces are no longer there. Finally spread the other half revealing the four Aces face up in the centre with the selection in the middle of them. Pull the selection half way out to let everyone see it, as you say, "There you are, I told you they were quite remarkable!"



FOUR TO THE FORE



(0303)



A spelling effect based on an Henry Christ premise. Two single Bottom Deals are required but they happen on the off-beat and a fine technique is not necessary. 1. Ask a spectator to remove any four of a kind and give you back the deck. We will use Aces for this description. The spectator now selects one of the foursome and gives you back the three he doesn't want. Place these three cards into the deck and bring them secretly to the top using a Multiple Shift or similar move. Now dribble the cards into your hand and ask the spectator to call stop, at which point he places his selection face down on top of the lower half. Place the upper section on top and carry out a Half-pass of the lower section. Finally cut or Pass the top two cards to the bottom.



POSITION CHECK: There is one Ace on top of the deck - the lower section of the deck is face up - there are two Aces FD on the bottom - the selection is face up above them.



2. Place the deck in position for dealing Bottoms. Ask the spectator to name his card - let's say he says Ace of Hearts. Spell A-C-E by dealing three cards one on top of the other into a face down pile. Spell O-F dealing a bottom then a top. Spell H-E-A-R-T-S dealing a bottom then the five tops. 3. Look at the spectator and repeat the name of his card as if for confirmation. As your eyes meet set the deck on the table by turning your hand palm down - this reverses the deck.



4. Flip over the three piles to reveal the other three Aces, saying, "It seems as if your card has got a close relationship with his other three mates." Finally draw attention to the deck and flip over the top card - apparently the one arrived at by spelling the name - to reveal the selection. END NOTES: To get the cards to appear on top of the three piles, one would need to deal Seconds on the first pile, and finish with a Bottom on each of the other two. I



prefer to deal the Bottoms first as this offers better cover. I don't think the effect is any stronger with the Aces on top. The fact that they are there is what matters.



MY FAIR LADY



(0404)



You fail four times to find a selected card. So, you remove the Queen of Hearts which you say is your lucky lady. You give the Queen to the spectator, who waves her over the four wrong cards. Instantly the four cards change into the four Queens - your lucky lady and her three sisters! When the spectator turns over the card he is holding it proves to be his selected card.



1. Begin by secretly culling the four Queens to the top of the deck. Note what the top Queen is. In this example we will make it the QH.



2. Hold the deck in position for a peek selection. Once the spectator has peeked at a card and you have secured a break below it, turn the deck to face you and glimpse the card in the time honoured manner. Lower the deck so that the audience can see the faces and begin to spread through, saying, "I rarely find chosen cards first time, but I always manage to get it if I take four chances." Spread through and up jog any four random cards - ignore the selection.



3. Turn the deck face down and briefly spread the cards as if to emphasise the four outjogged cards - in fact you take this opportunity to secure a little finger break below the top four cards (Queens). Pull out the four outjogged cards and turn them face up onto the deck. Lift off all 8 cards above the break and show the four cards one by one as follows (essentially Hartman’s Secret Subtraction):



Peel off the topmost card and flip it face down, then pick it up again below the packet - raise your hand to show the face of this card and ask the spectator if this is his card. It is not. Repeat this with the other three cards. Finally place the packet onto the deck then push off the top four cards and drop them as a group onto the table. Hearts is still on top. 4. You have failed to find the selection. So, say, "When this happens, and it does happen a lot - I always call upon my lucky lady he Queen of Hearts." Hold the deck with the faces canted towards you and spread through apparently looking for the QH. Really you look for the selection and toss it out of the deck and onto the four tabled cards (apparently four random cards). Place the deck to one side.



5. Pick up the packet and execute a Double Lift to show the Queen of Hearts. Flip the double face down and give the top card to the spectator. Ask him to wave it over the four wrong cards. As he does this, say, "You may feel her influence as it passes from your hand onto these four cards." Give the packet a quick Elmsley Count to displace the QH (rather than it remaining on top), saying, "Four cards - four errors. Watch." Snap the cards then turn them over revealing that they have changed into the four Queens. Finally ask the spectator to turn over the card in his hand to reveal his selection.



A DIGITAL DECEIT



(0505)



A simple set-up allows you to perform an impressive location of a chosen card along with a freely thought of number. Set the top 11 cards of the deck as follows reading from the top down (suits are irrelevant):



A - A - 2 - 3 - 4 - 5 - 6 - 7 - 8 - 9 - 10 - Rest of Deck ~



1. Give the deck any shuffle that retains the top stock, then spread the cards from hand to hand and ask a spectator (whom we will refer to as A) to draw a card. You must begin the spread by pushing over the top stock quickly so that he cannot select a card from the stack. Alternatively you can dribble the cards from hand to hand. Undercut half the deck and have the selection replaced on top of the original upper section - drop the lower section on top retaining a break. Double Cut to the break bringing the selection to the top above the 11 card stack. Now carry out one or two Jog Shuffles during which you add EIGHT cards on top of the selection.



2. Give the deck to a second spectator (B) and ask him to think of a number, adding, "...make it between ten and twenty so that the trick doesn't take all night." Tell him to deal that number of cards one at a time off the top of the deck into a pile on the table. Look away as he does this. Ask him to place the rest of the deck to one side.



3. To spectator A, Say, "You are thinking of a card." Then to spectator B, say, "You thought of a number and dealt that number of cards onto the table." Now addressing everyone, say, "The object in this affair is to combine magic with numerology, and try and get a result."



4. Tell B to pick up the pile of cards and hold them for dealing. Tell him to visualise his secret number, saying, "If your number is nineteen for example, I want you to deal one card onto the table to represent the ONE, and then a separate pile of nine cards to represent the NINE." Once he has done this indicate to him to place the rest of the cards onto the table to form a row of three piles with the single card in the middle.



5. Build up the effect then ask spectator B to announce his secret number. It might be 17. Turn over the top card of the first pile he made then turn over the single card these will be a one and a seven. Finally ask spectator A to name his card. Turn over



the top card of the remaining pile revealing that very card!



IN THE BASEMENT



(0606)



The Four Kings are placed at the bottom of the deck. Three cards are selected and these are placed face up on top of the deck. The three selections instantly vanish and are found interlaced between the four Kings at the bottom of the deck. The 'Bottom Collectors' was Father Cyprian's approach to the Roy Walton 'Collectors.' My resources for back-checking this plot are not complete so I apologise in advance if I am unwittingly treading on another's toes. The routine uses standard moves.



1. Remove the four Kings and place them face up on top of the face down deck. The red Kings should be at the face and back of the group. Spread over the top cards to show the Kings, saying, "Here are the most interesting cards in the deck - the collectors." As you spread the Kings push over the first three face down cards. Close up the spread and retain a little finger break below the top seven cards. Lift off this packet with your right hand in a Biddle grip. Now perform a standard Braue Addition, which is briefly: Peel off the first three Kings one at a time - levering each face down onto the deck place the remaining four-card-block on top of all, then flip the last King face down onto the deck. Count the top four cards into your right hand reversing their order flash the bottom card (a red King) then deposit the packet face down on the table.



2. Spread the deck and have three cards touched. Outjog each card as it is touched. Close up the spread and obtain a break below the top two cards. Strip out the three outjogged cards and place them face up on top of the deck. Lift off all five cards above the break and hold these with your right hand in a Biddle grip. Place the deck square on top of the Kings(?), saying, "The collectors go on the bottom of the deck."



3. You now show the three selected cards as follows: a) Ask spectator A to remember the top card then apparently transfer it to the bottom - in fact you Buckle the bottom card and insert the card second from bottom. b) Ask spectator B to remember the new top card then transfer it to the bottom. c) Ask spectator C to remember the new top card and leave it there.



4. Take the packet into your right hand then pick up the deck with your left hand and obtain a little finger break below the top card. Place the selection packet on top of the deck. You now hold a break below the top six cards. Execute a (slick) two-handed Pass to cause the selections to visibly vanish from the top of the deck. Pause for a moment to allow the effect of this to register because it is very strong. You may want to spread a few cards at the top to show that the face up cards really have gone. Slowly turn the deck face up and spread the face seven cards revealing the presence of three face down cards interlaced between the four Kings. Remove this seven card spread and lay it on the table. Ask each spectator to name his card then pull out the three trapped cards and throw then onto the table face up to conclude.



STILL DOWN THERE!(



0707)



Another version of the Walton ‘Collectors’ based on Cyprian's 'Bottom Collectors.' The use of the Ovette Master Move (Kelly Bottom Replacement) may be of interest. While it has been used in sandwich effects before, I think the use here is strategically different. 1. Remove the Ace, Two and Three of any one suit - say Hearts. Place them momentarily on the table - the Three is at the face (Ace at the rear). Hold the deck face down in dealing position with a break below the top two cards. You will now perform a Braue Addition plus a displacement as follows:



Pick up the A-2-3 packet with your right hand in a Biddle grip. Peel off the Three onto the deck leaving it stepped to the right, then peel off the Two on top of the Three - use the remaining three-card block to flip these two cards face down onto the deck - finally place the block on top then flip the Ace face down. As you carry out these actions, say, "Here's the Three, the Two (flip face down)...and the Ace." Count off the top three cards into your right hand reversing their order and place them face down across the card case - this will help you when you reach step 3.



2. Double Cut the top card to the bottom then spread the deck and have two spectators each draw a card. As the cards are being looked at form a break below the top card of the deck. Take back the two selections and place them face up on top of the deck then pick off all three cards above the break. Immediately peel off the upper selection onto the deck retaining a break below it, then place the remaining double on top. This appears as a simple 'one-two' display of the two cards. Tell the audience to watch as you will now cause the two face up cards to disappear. Execute a Pass to make this happen. These three cards have now joined the Three spot on the bottom.



3. With the deck in dealing position riffle down the outer left corner with your thumb and ask a spectator to call stop. When he does, lift off the upper section with your right hand and pick up the A-2-3 packet from the card case beneath the section. Raise your right hand to show the Ace of Hearts at the face as it should be. It will be presumed the Two and Three are directly behind it. As you replace the right hand section execute an Ovette Master Move (Kelly) placing the Ace secretly on the bottom.



4. Ask a spectator to tap the top of the deck, saying, "Believe it or not, but that will cause the Ace, Two and Three to sink to the bottom. Not only that, but as they sink down they will collect your two selected cards." Slowly turn the deck face up revealing the Ace at the face. Pause for effect before spreading the cards to reveal the Ace, Two and Three with two face down cards trapped between. Place this five card spread on the table. The two face down cards are the selections and you finish with their revelation.



-----------------------------------



Mr. Sherlock Holmes the World's Greatest Detective....Coming Soon! -----------------------------------



FOLLOW THE SIGNS



(0808)



In a previous effect of mine called 'The Soft Shoe Shuffle,' we saw the spectators transposing! Well, they transpose in this one too. This not only makes the effect clear to the audience, it also adds to the entertainment value.



1. You begin with an Elmsley secret addition that results in a partial switch. Spread through the deck and transfer the four Aces to the face. Transfer the Ace of Spades first followed by the other three at random. As you close the cards secure a break below the face six cards. Lift off all 6 cards with your right hand and turn the deck face down. Replace the packet face up on top of the deck and retain a little finger break below them. Push over the top three cards to show the four Aces, then close the spread and flip all 6 cards face down. Push over the top four cards - without changing the order - and deposit them on the table.



2. Set the deck on the table and ask a spectator to cut it into two halves. Place one half in front of spectator A and the other in front of spectator B. We will assume that the original top half is in front of A.



3. Pick up the Ace packet and reverse count them, saying, "One, two three, four Aces." Injog the third card as you count the cards, then form a break below the injog. Turn over both cards above the break as one and draw attention to the Ace now showing , the ace of spades. Ask spectator A to remember this card. Turn the double face down and deal the top card onto A's half deck. Ask him to raise one finger (in the least offensive manner) to represent the one Ace. Now drop the three remaining Aces (?) on top of B's half deck, then ask him to raise three fingers to represent his three Aces.



4. The position is quite clear to the audience; A has one finger raised and has one Ace (Spades) atop his half of the deck. B has three fingers raised and has three Aces atop his half of the deck. Now instruct both spectators to change places, telling them to keep their fingers in position. If the conditions do not permit this, then simply tell both to exchange their finger-indication.



5. Point out that the two assistants are now indicating wrongly, so you will attempt to make this right. Command the Aces to change places, then turn over the top card now in front of B to reveal the Ace of Spades. Then, turn over the top three cards in front of A to reveal the three Aces.



3 AND 1 LOCATION



(0909)



This is one of those card locations that you might perform for fellow magicians rather than a lay audience. I see no point in showing other magicians tricks they are already familiar with unless they particularly request it. The feature here, if there is one, is that you you do not look through the deck after the selection process, but immediately deal through from the top down and stop on the selection. Before commencing secretly get four easily remembered cards to the top of the deck. I simply cull the Aces, and so these will be used for the description. The order of these cards is not important. These are your key cards.



1. Shuffle the deck keeping the four Aces on top. Now give the deck to a spectator and ask him to deal four piles of cards - he deals rotationally as he would in a fourhanded game of cards. This means that he will deal four equal piles. The bottom card of each pile will be an Ace. Turn away as he does this. Now tell him to shuffle the rest of the deck.



2. With your back still turned, tell him that he has created four choices. He is now to eliminate two piles - any two - by placing the deck on top of one, picking it up then dropping it on top of another.



3. Ask him to combine the remaining two piles and give them a shuffle. Tell him to look at and remember the bottom card - he may show this card to the other spectators - then to drop the pile on top of the deck.



4. Turn to face the front, but before you pick up the deck ask the spectator to give the deck one complete cut.



5. Pick up the deck and hold it between your hands as if trying to pick up some vibrations. Now begin to deal cards face up into a pile on the table, saying that when you reach the card that the spectator is thinking of the vibrations will get stronger. Continue to deal until you turn over the first Ace. Begin counting from ONE on the next card and continue counting upwards until you turn the second Ace. As soon as you turn this Ace over, instantly double the number you just reached. So if you had reached number 8 on the second Ace, you instantly convert that to 16. Without any pause in your dealing, start counting from one again on the next card and stop when you reach one less than the number you just created - in this case you would stop after



you turned the 15th card. Build up the effect then ask the spectator to name his card - slowly turn over the top card of the deck revealing the selection.



ELUCIDATION



(1010)



You shuffle the deck then remove about a dozen cards from the top. These are fanned and a spectator is requested to make a mental selection of any card he sees. The packet is mixed then lost back into the deck. You now start to deal cards onto the table as you ask the spectator to spell the name of the card he is thinking of. The card stopped at turns out to be his mental selection! This uses a Stewart James principle and a thirteen card stack. The values in the stack is easy to recall as is it is the first 13 cards in a Si Stebbins set-up, but in reverse order. The suits can be random but excluding any Diamonds. To make the arrangement, simply transfer each value in turn to the top of the deck in the order given:



A - 4 - 7 - 10 - K - 3 - 6 - 9 - Q - 2 - 5 - 8 - J If you did as suggested, the top card of the deck should be a Jack - the Ace is 13th. 1. Jog Shuffle retaining the top stock then casually push off the top 13 cards. Place the deck on the table for now. Fan the 13 cards and ask a spectator to merely think of any one he sees. You might want him to whisper its name to a second spectator as a safeguard.



2. Tell him to form a clear picture of the card in his mind. Meanwhile, you give the packet two Reverse Faros in the following manner, saying something like, "Let's mix these about a little bit." a) Spread through the face down packet and outjog every second card. b) Strip out the six outjogged cards and place them to the top. c) Repeat the above two steps. d) Finally Double Cut the bottom card (the Ace) to the top (See End Notes).



3. The packet is now in strict numerical order. Drop the packet face down on top of the deck and pick up all. Add 8 cards to the top using a Jog Shuffle i.e., undercut half the deck - run 8 cards - injog the 9th card and shuffle off the rest. Shuffle to the injog - throw rest on top. If you prefer, you can carry out two short shuffles adding 4 cards each time).



4. Ask the spectator the value of his card. This might be an Eight. Count (do not spell)



8 cards into a pile on the table. Jacks, Queens & Kings = 11, 12 and 13. Now, say, "Eight of..." spelling O-F, dealing two more cards onto the pile Finally ask him to name the suit. It will either be Spades, Hearts or Clubs. Spell the suit dealing a card for each letter onto the pile. If his card is a Club, dramatically turn over the card now on top of the deck. That will be his mental selection. For any other suit, reach forward and flip over the last card dealt to the tabled pile. END NOTES: To avoid the Double Cut in stage 2 (d): simply set the Ace on top of the deck instead of 13th. When carrying out the 2 Reverse Faros the outjogged cards go to the bottom each time rather than on top.



SHEER-LUCK HOLMES



(1111)



A demonstration of theft detection is followed by the successful identification of the thief, and it's all down to Sherlock Holmes and a deck of cards. This two-part routine is based on Phil Goldstein's "Sherlocution" that appeared in issue one of The Conjuror (October 1995). It further incorporates a principle that belongs to Gene Finnell. The only preparation is to get any Ace, Two, Three and Four to the top of the deck in order - with the Ace on top. In the description that follows patter suggestions are given above each stage of the handling. Incidentally, luck plays no part in this!



PART ONE "The Great Brain Robbery" "Let's try an experiment in crime detection using this deck of cards." Give the deck any shuffle that retains the top stock, "Pretend this is a random burglary. So we need to find a random location for the crime to take place." Hold the deck face down in dealing position and invite a spectator to cut off about a third of the deck - turn it face up - then replace it on top. Now ask him to cut off a larger portion, saying, "cut deeper this time." Again he turns the packet over then replaces it. This is of course the Ed Balducci 'Cut Deeper Force.' "We'll only use a few cards for this to keep it simple. As this is a case of detection, we'll spell the word detective." Spread through all the face up cards and place them to one side, leaving the face down section in your hand. Spell the word detective dealing one card for each letter as you spell aloud - D-E-T-E-C-T-I-V-E. The order of the cards is reversed as they are dealt to the table. Place the rest of the cards you are holding on top of the other half of the deck then set the deck face down to one side. "I’ll turn my back, and when I do, I want you to 'steal' one, two, three or even four cards from the top of the packet of cards on the table. Once you have stolen the cards, hide them from view." Turn away and allow him to carry out your instructions. Once he has hidden the stolen cards, turn to face the front again.



Ask a second spectator to pick up the remainder of the packet. You now instruct him (clearly) to carry out a Down-Under Deal to leave him with one card. "You have arrived at one random card. That card will reveal exactly what has been stolen." Ask the spectator to turn the card over. It will either be an Ace, Two, Three or Four. Whichever it is, that will be the number of cards that the other spectator stole.



PART TWO "No Hiding Place" Gather the nine cards together and ask one of the spectators to give them a mix. "The next part of this experiment is more difficult, and so we will need the assistance of one of the greatest detectives of all time...........Mr Sherlock Holmes. You may have heard of him." Ask the spectator to place the packet face down on the table, then turn your back once more and give the following simple instructions: "Look at the top card and remember its identity because that is the criminal (Moriarty?). Of course the criminal is not going to remain at a known location, he's got to go into hiding. So I want you to take some cards from the top of the deck and add them on top of the cards in your hand. You may add, one, two, three.....up to six, even seven." (He must not exceed seven) Once he has done that turn to face the front. "At this point I have no idea of the location of the criminal. So let's call on Sherlock." Instruct him to spell the name S-H-E-R-L-O-C-K transferring a card from top to bottom for each letter in the name. Spell the name aloud nice and slowly so there can be no errors. Instruct the spectator to carry out a Down-Under Deal to eliminate all but one card. Emphasise that the suspect was ultimately at a random location, and that the spectator had complete freedom in positioning the card. Finally ask him to reveal the identity of the criminal. Then ask him to turn over the card he is holding to reveal that very card.



JAX IN THE BOCKS



(1212)



An examined card case is on the table. You now proceed to cut to the two black Aces which you place into the card case. Next you cut to the two red Aces. These suddenly change into the black Aces. What's in the box? Read on to find out. The finish is illogical which in itself guarantees the surprise because no rational thinking observer will anticipate the climax - rather like Roy Walton's 'Oil & Queens.' Remove the Aces and Jacks plus any other card (X) and arrange the deck as follows, reading from the top down:



Jack - Jack - black Ace - red Ace - X - Jack - Jack - black Ace - red Ace - rest of deck. 1. Remove the deck from the case and give the case out for inspection. Give the deck a Jog Shuffle retaining the top stock. Place the case on the table with the opening to the right.



2. Execute a False Cut, saying, "When I need a black Ace all I do is cut the deck." Execute a Triple Turn-over to reveal a black Ace. Turn the triple face down then lift off the top two cards as one and place them into the card case. Double Cut the top three cards to the bottom then execute a second False Cut, saying, "Another cut gets me the other black Ace." Execute a Triple Turn-over revealing the other black Ace, then turn the triple face down again. Lift off the top two cards as one and pop them into the card case.



3. Say, "Now for the red Aces." Turn the deck face up then execute a Slip Cut to produce a red Ace at the face. Pause for a moment then say, "If that looked easy...it wasn't because I got both red Aces with the one cut." At that, turn the deck face down and execute a Double Turn-over revealing the other red Ace. After a pause, flip the double face down. Shift the deck into Glide position in your left hand. Turn your hand to show the red Ace at the face then turn the hand back again so the deck is face down. You now appear to pull off the top and bottom cards - in fact your left fingers Glide back the bottom card and your right fingers slide out the second card, while your right thumb slides off the top card. Place the deck to one side. Wave the two cards over the card case then snap them face up revealing that they



have changed into the black Aces, which the audience think are in the case. Drop the Aces on the table, saying, "So if these are the black Aces what's in the box?" They will say the red Aces. As they reply, pick up the card case and shake it, then say, "No! You always find a Jack in the Box. and so as not to disappoint, here's four of them!" At this, tip out the contents revealing the four Jacks.



OUIJA



(1313)



A spectator cuts the deck twice in an attempt to locate his selected card but he fails to do so. Beginning from the point of his cut, you now spell the name of his card. In the end you not only find his card, but the other three mates as well. The four-of-a-kind finish in spelling tricks is generally credited to Henry Christ. The cutting procedure in step 4 is Ed Balducci's (again!). This trick first appeared in The Conjuror.



1. Take any deck and, saying, "I want to try an experiment in time and motion. So we'll use an Ace to Queen to represent all twelve hours, but I don't want you to memorise the order so I'll place the cards faces downwards.” Hold the deck with the faces towards you and remove an Ace and drop it face down on the table. Next remove a Two-spot and drop it on top of the Ace. Now remove a Six-spot and drop it face down on top of the Two. You now continue to remove three more identical sets of cards, a Two, followed by an Ace, then a Six, and so on. In the end the packet should read as follows. from the top down;



6 -2 -A-6 -2 -A-6 -2 -A-6 -2 -A The audience believe these to be an Ace through Queen in a mixed order. Note that the only requirement in the above sequence is that all three values spell with three letters, and that all four groups are in the same order. So it could just as easily be, A 10 - 6 - A - 10 - 6 and so on.



2. Ask the spectator to give the packet a few straight cuts then to remove the top card and give you the rest of the packet back. Place the packet on top of the deck but allow one card to fall from the bottom so that you can take a little finger break above it. Now dribble the cards from hand to hand stopping at the break and ask the spectator to place his card on top of the lower section. Finally drop the upper section on top and square the deck. The selected card is currently 11th from the top.



3. Give the deck a Jog Shuffle during which lose the top two cards. If you prefer, you can simply use a Double Undercut to lose them.



4. Now say, "You have a card in your mind. It's value is from One to Twelve. I told you that this was an experiment in time and motion. You have already selected the time. Now for the motion."



With the deck in dealing position ask the spectator to cut off about half the cards, turn them face up and place them back on top of the lower half. Ask him if the card showing on top is his card. He will say no. Ask him to cut again, but to "cut deeper near the bottom this time." Again he turns the section over and replaces it. Ask him if this second card is his selection. Again he will say no. With a look of dispair, say, "Well, it appears that the motions were not compatible with your time. Let me try something else. Would you please name the card you are thinking of." Spread off all the face up cards and place them to one side. Now spell the card he just named as follows, dealing a card for each letter of the name, and creating four separate piles. Say it is the Ace of Spades, spell:



T-H-E



A-C-E



O-F



S-P-A-D-E-S



5. Finally, slowly and dramatically repeat the name of the card, "The, Ace, of, Spades." At the same time turn over the four packets, one for each word. The first three will reveal the three mates of the selection, and the final pile will have the selection at its face.



PSYCHIC CALCULATOR



(1414)



The following effect uses the George Sands Prime Number principle, a brilliant concept. However, because ten, fifteen or twenty cards are used rather than a prime number (7, 11,13 etc.) you might catch a few of your fellow conjurors with this. In fact you are using a prime number - that prime number is 5. As already stated, you can use 10, 15 or 20 cards - all multiples of five. In performance I suggest you use a random selection of values, however to keep this simple we will use the values A-2-34-5. For the description we will use ten cards. Further details are given in the End Notes.



1. Run through the deck and remove an Ace, Two, Three, Four and Five of mixed suits - toss these face down into a pile on the table in order. Now continue to spread through and toss out another similar set. These go on top of the first set, giving a ten card packet in the order - A-2-3-4-5-A-2-3-4-5. Note that the only requirement is that both groups of five are in the same order.



2. Take a blank business card (or piece of opaque paper) and write a prediction - THE TOTAL IS 15, and leave this lying on the table blank side up.



3. Give the packet to a spectator, saying, “Two of you will carry out a random selection process and despite the choices you will make, I have predicted the outcome. It’s on that card and I won’t touch it again.” Tell the spectator to give the packet as many cuts as he wishes, saying, “This is the first series of choices. You can cut and cut. I have no control over your actions.” Turn away for a moment and ask ask him to look at and remember the top card and replace it on top. Ask him to write the value on the back of the business card. Then tell him to cover the card with his hand. Finally tell him to pass the packet over to a second spectator. Turn to face the front again.



4. Ask this new spectator to consider any single digit number between One and Ten, adding, “The number one would be meaningless as you will see in a moment, and as there are ten cards in that packet, we’ll leave ten alone too.” Let’s say he decides on the number FOUR. a) Tell him to transfer four cards from the top of the packet to the bottom one by one.



b) Then tell him to turn over the top card. He does this three more times. NOTE: If he chooses the number FIVE - tell him to transfer FOUR cards then turn over the FIFTH. He does that three more times.



5. Say, “By using a number that no one could have known in advance, you have reversed four random cards, so that is four random choices all based on a random number. Let’s see what the values of these cards are and then we’ll add them together.” Have the values of these four cards totalled then write the total below the figure that the first spectator wrote. Have these two figures totalled. The total will always be FIFTEEN. Finally turn the prediction over to reveal that you really did see into the future.



END NOTES: a) The final total will always equal the total of the five-card-group. If your packet consisted of the following cards: 7-3-2-5-A-7-3-2-5-A the number you will predict is 18. b) If you want to use 15 cards simply add a third five card set. For twenty cards add one more.



CARNIVAL OF SORTS



(1515)



You remove the Ace to Ten of Diamonds and leave them on the table. A spectator selects any spot card which is lost back into the deck. The chosen card now transposes with the Diamond of the same value. You will recognise the effect as Alex Elmsley’s ‘Diamond Cut Diamond.’ If version has any merit it is that the handling is virtually sleight-free.



this



1. Run through the deck and remove the Ace through Ten of Diamonds - minus the Eight - placing them in a face up pile on the table in order with the Ten at the face. To do this without exposing that the Eight is missing, you should remove the cards singly and in pairs, for example - you toss out the Ace, then the Two and Three together, and so on. This way the audience cannot see all the values. During this you cull a black Eight to the top (rear).



2. Set the deck to one side and pick up the Diamond packet. Spread the cards roughly to show the array of Diamonds then square the packet. You now rearrange the cards by following this procedure - with the cards in readiness for an Overhand Shuffle and with the faces to your left: a) Run the face three singly into your left hand then throw the balance below them. b) Run the face two cards singly into your left hand then throw the balance below them. c) Run four cards singly into your left hand then throw the balance ON TOP of them. d) Hold the packet face down, saying, “I’ll mix them a bit more.” Pull off the top and bottom cards and drop them on the table. Pull off the top and bottom cards again and drop them on top of the first pair. Continue doing this Klondike Shuffle until only one card remains, and drop this card on top of all. The order of the cards from the top is now:



A - 6 - 2 - 10 - 3 - 7 - 4 - 9 - 5 3. Show the cards again to allow the audience to see that they are mixed. A couple of seconds is enough to get the message over but not enough time for anyone to count the cards. Set the packet face down on the table to your right then pick up the deck. Force the top card - the black Eight spot - using any method. A Riffle Force is fine as



is our old friend the Balducci Cut-Deeper Force. Have the card returned to the deck then control it to the top.



4. You have a choice now. You can palm the card off the top of the deck as you set the deck to one side - then add the palmed card to the tabled packet as you pick it up and take it into dealing position. OR Hold a break below the top card - pick up the packet with your free hand and square it over the deck, secretly picking up the selected card below the packet. Then place the deck to one side and place the packet into dealing position. 5. You now say, “The values of all ten spot cards are represented here. Despite being mixed, I can call these cards into order at any given moment. Watch and I’ll do it right now. Incidentally, what was the value of your card?” Once the spectator has announced the value of his card (an Eight!), begin the following: IF YOU PALMED THE CARD: i) Place the top card to the bottom then snap over the new top card revealing the Ace. Deal the Ace onto the table. ii) Place the top card to the bottom then snap over the new top card revealing the Two. Place the Two on top of the Ace overlapping and forming a spread. iii) Continue this process until you reach the Eight. Do not turn the Eight over, but deal it face down onto the Seven, saying, “The Eight spot we’ll leave unseen for now.” Continue the Down-Under Deal laying out the Nine and the Ten. IF YOU PICKED UP THE CARD: The process is the same as above except that you first turn over the top card revealing the Ace, then place the next card to the bottom and turn over the Two and so on. In other words you do an Under-Down Deal.



6. Finally ask the spectator to announce the name of his card. Pause, then slowly turn over the face down card at position eight to reveal that it has changed into his card.



Thank you - I hope you enjoyed the material. Peter Duffie NDE/virtual edition2000
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